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WinMSS Windows Match Scoring System



The Windows Match Scoring System (WinMSS) is primarily intended for statisticians and/or organizations that run IPSC sanctioned matches in accordance with the requirements and recommendations specified in the IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules. This scoring system includes features and instructions needed to facilitate the electronic submission of match scoring information to IPSC Headquarters.
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Welcome to WinMSS Welcome to the Windows Match Scoring System (WinMSS). WinMSS is an application designed specifically to make it easy to score official IPSC matches accurately and in compliance with the IPSC rules, and is now the official scoring program for IPSC sanctioned Matches, replacing the DOS MSS system. WinMSS takes the IPSC statistician through all stages of Match operations - from course design through registration, from data entry to match results. Each function has been optimized individually; and yet each has the consistent "look and feel" that characterizes a complete system.



1.1



Software Requirements WinMSS has the following system requirements: Intel Pentium 166 MHz or higher (P2 400 MHz, or better recommended) Microsoft Windows 98/98 SE; Windows NT 4.0 (with service pack 5 or later); Windows ME; Windows 2000; Windows XP; or, Windows 2003. 64 Mb RAM (128 Mb recommended) 32 Mb hard disk space (approximately 7 Mb for WinMSS files without data) VGA or higher resolution monitor Mouse or other pointing device Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC version 2.5 or later, see below) Microsoft Windows Messaging System (optional) WinMSS should run on Windows ME; Windows 2000; Windows XP; and, Windows 2003 problem-free. If you are using Windows 98/98 SE; or, Windows NT 4.0 (with service pack 5 or later), you may need to install Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC). Installing MDAC is similar to a system upgrade and it cannot be removed once installed (see: Installing MDAC). Important: You must use WinMSS in order to submit Match scores to IPSC Headquarters electronically. This includes, but is not limited to, the submission of IPSC International Classification System (ICS) scores.



1.2



Installing MDAC WinMSS uses Microsoft's Data Access Components (MDAC), to maintain its information. Microsoft distributes MDAC with Windows 98 SE (Second Edition); Windows ME; Windows 2000; Windows XP; and Windows 2003. If you are running WinMSS on Windows 98; or, Windows NT 4.0, you may need to update your operating system and install MDAC. Meeting WinMSS's Minimum MDAC Requirements The following steps describe how to ensure that your computer's data access components meet WinMSS's minimum requirements. These steps must be performed in the order in which they are presented: 1) Ensure DCOM (Distributed Common Object Model) is installed Microsoft Data Access Components require the Distributed Common Object Model, but DCOM may not be installed if your are using Windows 98. You may download and install Microsoft's DCOM from here: Win98: http://www.microsoft.com/com/dcom/dcom98/dcom1_3.asp
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WinNT, WinMe, WinXP, Win2000, & Win2K3: DCOM is installed with the operating system. 2) Ensure your computer has MDAC (Microsoft Data Access Components) Check the WinMSS About window. If your computer does NOT have MDAC (e.g.: Windows 98), install MDAC 2.5 SP3 (Microsoft Data Access Components 2.5, Service Pack 3). This step is absolutely necessary, because the Microsoft Jet Engine is not included in the downloadable MDAC 2.6 (and later) releases, and WinMSS requires the Microsoft Jet Engine. You can download and install MDAC 2.5 SP3 from here: Win98: http://www.microsoft.com/data WinNT, WinMe, WinXP, Win2000, & Win2K3: Not required. 3) Ensure minimum MDAC requirements are met (version 2.61.7326.6 or later) Check the WinMSS About window. It will report the current version of MDAC installed in the computer that WinMSS is being run on (not the computer that the WinMSS executable is installed on). If your MDAC version is a lower version than 2.61.7326.6, you need to upgrade that computer with MDAC 2.6 SP2 (Refresh). You may download this from here: http://www.microsoft.com/data 4) Ensure minimum Microsoft Jet Engine requirements are met (version 4.0.6218.0 or later) Check the WinMSS About window. It also reports the current version of the Microsoft Jet Engine installed in the computer that WinMSS is being run on (not the computer that the WinMSS executable is installed on). If you Microsoft Jet Engine version are a lower version than 4.0.6218.0, you need to upgrade that computer with Jet 4.0 Service Pack 7. You may download this from here: http://msdn. microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/downloads/list/dataaccess.asp Note: Current versions of MDAC for all 32-bit Windows operating systems are available from Microsoft's Universal Data Access, Free Downloads, web page: http://www.microsoft.com/data/download.htm If you encounter unusual database problems, compacting and repairing it or downloading and installing the Microsoft MDAC 2.7 SP 1 Refresh usually makes them go away.



1.3



Windows Messaging System You may choose between two different ways of sending email from WinMSS: 1. 2.



via an Internet Mail Server (SMTP). SMTP is an acronym for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. via the Microsoft Mail Service (MAPI). MAPI is an acronym for Microsoft's Mail Application Interface. MAPI requires the Windows Messaging System.



By default, WinMSS will use SMTP (an Internet Mail Server), to send any email that it generates. However, this setting may not be appropriate for your installation or may require configuration. You choose and configure your email options in the WinMSS Settings window. If you choose the Microsoft Mail Service, you should be aware that MAPI may not be present on all operating system installations. If you are using Windows 98, you can install the Windows Messaging System (including Microsoft's MAPI), with this file located on your Windows 98 installation CD: wms.exe Alternatively, you can install MAPI by installing any version of Microsoft's Outlook email software. Microsoft Outlook Express is available for free and is included with the latest version of Microsoft's Internet Explorer. Note: When sending Match Classification Scores to IPSC, you will have an opportunity to save those scores to a disk file that you can send to [email protected] using any email software that allows email file attachments. Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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See: WinMSS (Default) Settings Send Classification Scores to IPSC



1.4



Support for WinMSS The WinMSS Development Team strongly recommend you read the ReadMe.txt file in the WinMSS application folder. This file is updated for each release of the software, and may include important information. If you require WinMSS support, please provide the following information in an email to WinMSS@ipsc. org: WinMSS application version number WinMSS database version number the operating system WinMSS is running on the MDAC version number All of this information is displayed in the "About WinMSS" window that can be accessed by selecting Help > About from the WinMSS main window menu. You can also obtain this information by running the "About WinMSS.bat" batch file. See: Batch Files



1.5



About this Documentation This documentation contains information about scoring IPSC sanctioned matches using WinMSS. This documentation avoids discussions regarding specific shooting principles, rules, and regulations of IPSC, as this would be an unnecessary duplication of material. Current editions of IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules are available for download from the International Practical Shooting Confederation Web Site. See IPSC.org for more details (http://www.ipsc.org/rules. htm).
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Using WinMSS The Windows Match Scoring System (WinMSS), is primarily intended for statisticians and/or organizations that run IPSC sanctioned matches in accordance with the requirements and recommendations specified in the IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules. The main application window acts as your portal to all WinMSS features. This window is always open, but other WinMSS windows may cover it so it cannot be seen. When you close a window, such as the Match Administration window or the Member Administration window, you will be returned to the main window. The WinMSS main menu and toolbar allow you to access to the following features: File Exit (close the WinMSS application) Tools Settings (configure WinMSS application) Membership Administration (manage an IPSC membership list) Groups (maintain membership groups for administrative purposes) Reporting (produce administrative reports) Update Classifications (update Membership Classifications) Export > Membership Information into Windows Address Book Export > WinMSS Membership Database Import > Legacy MSS Master Database Import > WinMSS Membership Database Match Administration (manage IPSC Matches) Rapid Scoring (score an IPSC Match) Update Classifications (update Competitor Classifications) Reporting (perform Match reporting) Export/Backup Import/Restore Networking Display Connected Computers Help WinMSS Help About



2.1



WinMSS Database The WinMSS database is a Microsoft Access 2000 database named "WinMSS.mdb" that resides in the application directory. The WinMSS Development Team suggest you regularly perform two maintenance functions: Regularily back-up the entire WinMSS.mdb database to ensure your data is secure.
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Regularily compact the database to reduce its size improve its performance. Important: You must ensure that the WinMSS.mdb database file is not in use when you back-up, otherwise you may create an incomplete or otherwise unusable back-up! By using the display connected computers feature, you can confirm that no other computers are accessing the WinMSS database prior to your back-up. Back-ups A good back-up strategy allows you to recover from any hardware, software, or human error in a reasonably short time. WinMSS back-ups can be performed at two different levels: at the database level and at the match level. Establishing a Back-up Recovery Point You take a back-up to establish a point in time such that if anything "goes wrong" afterwards, you can recover everything back to how it was at that point in time and then go forward. Taking a back-up is also referred to as a checkpoint. The formula is common sense: The longer the back-up intervals, the longer it takes you to recover. Conversely, the more frequently you take a back-up, the less time it takes to recover. Looking at two strategies: 1) No back-ups taken at all, before or during the Match. With this strategy, you have a single point of recovery - the very beginning. In the case of a complete hard disk failure, you would have to setup the Match all over again, and reenter all of the scores. If this were to happen on the last day of a major Match, it would be a crisis. 2) Back-ups are taken several times during the life of the Match. This is a safer strategy. How often you back-up is primarily determined by how much time can you afford to spend on a recovery. Generally it takes much less time to perform a back-up than it does to recover after a hard drive failure. A Recommended Back-up Strategy This strategy addresses the recovery of Match data, and assumes that you have a system level back-up strategy that provides a recovery point in the case of total failure. Prior to any match, it would be wise to back-up your WinMSS database (the WinMSS.mdb file located in the same folder that you placed your WinMSS application in), and then compact it (see below: Compacting and Repairing your Database, below). During a match, it may be more convenient to back-up just that match, rather than the whole database. A match level back-up can be done using the Match Export/Backup feature. Most matches can be successfully exported to a single blank, high-density, floppy diskette. Usually, you are entering data from documents such as Match application forms or Score Sheets. You need to coordinate the documents with a back-up so you know what data has to be keyed back into the system, after recovery from a back-up has been made. Before the Match: Take a back-up after each significant amount of data input. Specifically, you should back-up the Match after: Creating the Match and entering the Stage profiles. Entering a significant amount of membership information. Establishing or editing competitor information with Squads, Affiliations, Teams, Tags, Contest Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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Divisions, Power Categories, etc. During the Match: Take a back-up after: Final registration and last minute updates. After each batch of Score Sheets has been entered, or at least twice a day. At the end of the day, prior to printing Match results. Don't overwrite a prior back-up when making a back-up. If something goes wrong, you could lose both. Recovery After a Failure In the very unlikely event that you have to recover from some sort of failure, restoring the WinMSS database file (WinMSS.mdb) is sufficient in most cases. If you only need to restore a single Match that has been previously exported using the WinMSS Export Match feature -- just use the WinMSS Import Match feature and specify the same folder (windows directory). Compacting and Repairing your Database The database can become fragmented from frequent use. You should periodically compact the WinMSS database to reduce its size and to improve WinMSS' performance. The "Compact and Repair Database. bat" batch file is included with WinMSS to make this task very easy. Backing up your database before compacting is recommended. To 1. 2. 3. 4.



compact the WinMSS database: Exit WinMSS. Back-up the WinMSS database file. Execute the "Compact and Repair Database.bat" batch file, located in the application folder. When you are prompted to do so, press any key to proceed with the compact process.



See: Batch Files



2.1.1



Exporting a WinMSS Match T o E xp o rt a Ma tc h fro m the D a ta b a s e : 1. 2. 3.



4.



Select Tools > Export > Backup WinMSS Match... from the WinMSS main window menu. The WinMSS Export Match dialog box opens. Choose the Match you wish to export from the Match Name drop-down combo-box. Enter the Export Folder location, where you would like the WinMSS Match to be exported to. The button on the right side of the Export Folder text-box may be used to assist you in choosing a folder location (a.k.a.: a windows directory). Uncheck the Exclude Personal Information check-box if you are doing this for a match level backup, or leave it checked it you are transferring the WinMSS match to another computer and do not want your members personal information to be included (home address, telephone number, etc.).



After you have successfully exported a WinMSS match, you will find all of the files needed to restore that match in the export folder location (CLASSIFY.dbf, CLUB.dbf, ENROLLED.dbf, ENROLLED.dbt, MEMBER.dbf, SCORE.dbf, SQUAD.dbf, STAGE.dbf, STAGE.dbt, TAG.dbf, TEAM.dbf, THEMATCH. dbf, and possibly MEMBER.dbt). These are dBase III type files and you need the complete set in order to successfully restore that match (via the Restore WinMSS Match feature). Note: You may only store a single WinMSS match in single folder location. If you attempt to save
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another match in the same folder location, you will overwrite and loose the original WinMSS match saved at that location. See: Importing a WinMSS Match



2.1.2



Importing a WinMSS Match T o Imp o rt a Ma tc h into the D a ta b a s e : 1. 2.



3.



4.



Select Tools > Import > Restore WinMSS Match... from the WinMSS main window menu. The WinMSS Import Match dialog box opens. Enter the Import Folder location, where the WinMSS Match you would like to import is. The button on the right side of the Import Folder text-box may be used to assist you in choosing a folder location (a.k.a.: a windows directory). Confirm that the Match Name and Date are correct. They should appear in the Match Identification area, if the Import Folder location contains valid set of WinMSS Match export files that were created using the Backup WinMSS Match feature. Check the Update Personal Information check-box if want your members personal information to be included and/or updated (home address, telephone number, etc.).



If your WinMSS database already has one or more Matches with the same name and date, you will be asked if you want to replace all of them. Answering YES to this question will cause WinMSS to delete all of the existing Matches that have the same name and date and import the WinMSS match found in your Import Folder location. Note: After you have successfully imported a Match into your WinMSS database, you should close WinMSS and compact your database. See: Batch Files Exporting a WinMSS Match



2.1.3



Exporting the WinMSS Membership Database You can easily export the Membership Database to a file that can then be imported into a WinMSS installation. WinMSS' export and import options together effectively allow you to distribute the membership database. Tip: If you export to an Access 97 or Access 2000 file (*.mdb), you can open the file containing the Membership Database and edit it using Microsoft Access. WinMSS can still import this Membership Database after it has been edited. To export the Membership Database: 1. Select Tools > Export > WinMSS Membership Database... from the WinMSS main window menu. The File Save As dialog box opens. 2. Click the Save as type drop-down combo-box, and select a file type. 3. Type a filename into the File Name field. You do not need to append the file extension to the name. 4. Click Save. See: Importing a WinMSS Membership Database Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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Export Membership Information into Windows Address Book This feature will search in your Windows Address Book for each and every member in your WinMSS Membership database. If a member's Family and Given name are found in the Windows Address Book, it will update that entry with the information in WinMSS, otherwise, it will create a new Windows Address Book entry for that WinMSS member. This feature uses your "default" Microsoft Exchange or Outlook profile. You can view and create these profiles using the "Mail" icon in the Windows Control Panel. NOTE: All new Address Book entries will be in the "Shared Contacts" folder.



2.1.5



Importing a WinMSS Membership Database You can easily import a Membership Database from a properly structured Access 97 or Acess 2000 (*. mdb) file. Such a file is created when you export the Membership Database as Access (*.mdb) file type. To import the Membership Database: 1. Select Tools > Import > WinMSS Membership Database... from the WinMSS main window menu. The File Open dialog box opens. 2. Browse to the membership (*.mdb) file, select it, and click Open. Note: Any members that exist in both the WinMSS Membership Database and the Membership Database that is being imported will generate an error that will appear in the import log, and will not be added to the WinMSS Membership Database again. See: Exporting the WinMSS Membership Database



2.1.6



Importing a Legacy MSS Master Database You can easily import the Master Database from the DOS based MSS system into WinMSS. Important: You must set the Competitor Defaults Region in the WinMSS Settings window to your Region before importing a legacy MSS master database, otherwise all members with a missing Region code may default to the wrong region. To import the master database: 1. Select Tools > Import > Legacy MSS Master Database... from the WinMSS main window menu. The File Open dialog box opens. 2. Browse to the legacy .dbf file, select it, and click on the Open button.



2.1.7



Searching for a Database Record The Find option is available on the Membership Database window; Match Administration window; and, Competitor Administration window. Find initiates a matching string search through the records. You can determine what field is searched for the matching string, if the string can appear as part of the field, and the order the records are searched. The search is not case sensitive.
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If you are searching the Membership Database, you can search the Family Name, Given Name, Region, IPSC Alias, or Date of Birth fields. If you are searching the Match List, you can search the Date, Name, or Region fields. If you are searching the Competitor List, you can search the Number, Family Name, Given Name, IPSC Alias, Power, Division, or Category fields. To 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



search for a string: Open the Member Administration, Match Administration, or Competitor Administration window. Click Find. The Find window opens. Enter the alphanumeric string you want to find in the Find What field. Click the Look In drop-down combo-box, and select the field you want to find the string in. Click the Match drop-down combo-box, and select the option representing where the string must appear in the field: Any part of field: the string can appear as part of the field, and in any position. For example, in a search for "smith" a match is found in "westsmith", and "smith" and "smithleen" Whole field: the string must match the entire field. For example, in a search for smith, a match is only found in "smith" Start of field: the string must begin in the first character of the field. For example, in a search for "smith" a match is only found in "smithleen" 6. Click the Search drop-down combo-box, and select the option representing the search direction. First: the search begins at the first record, and moves down. Up: the search begins at the currently selected record and moves up. Down: the search begins at the currently selected record and moves down. 7. Click Find. The list tab opens, and the first matching record is highlighted. 8. If this is not the record you want, click Find again.



2.2



WinMSS (Default) Settings You use the WinMSS Settings window to configure various aspects of WinMSS, such as default data entry values and Internet settings. It is not mandatory that you configure WinMSS, but doing so should make it easier to use. Default data entry values are set on the Genteral tab of the WinMSS Settings window. Default data entry values are available for some Match and Competitor WinMSS fields, so you do not need to enter values for these fields each time you set up a Match. You may always override a default data entry value on the actual window where it appears, and you may change the default data entry values at any time. Internet settings are configured on the Internet tab of the WinMSS Settings window. Internet settings allow you to specify how email is sent from WinMSS and what Internet Proxy Server to use should your Internet connection require a Proxy Server to access web servers (most Internet connections do not involve a Proxy Server and the "Use a proxy server" check-box can be left unchecked). Unless you specify otherwise, WinMSS will use an SMTP Internet Mail Server to send any email that it generates, but this setting may not be appropriate for your installation or may require some additional configuration. Should you choose the Microsoft MAPI Mail Service, you should be aware that it may not be present in your operating system (see the section on Windows Messaging System for details). WinMSS is capable of sending email from the following windows: Membership Administration - Sends email to a specific member, providing the member has an email address. Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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Membership Groups - Sends email to those members in an administrative membership group, that have an email address in their membership record. Competitor Administration - Sends email to a specific match competitor, providing the competitor has an email address in their membership record. Match Administration & WinMSS Match Reporting - Sends email to all match competitors, that have an email address in their membership record. Send Classification Scores to IPSC - Match classification scores are always emailed to ics@ipsc. org WinMSS communicates with a web server using HTTP during the following procedures and they may fail if your Proxy Server settings are not correct: Updating of Membership Classifications - Retrieves current World and Regional ICS classifications for those members that have an IPSC alias, from IPSC headquarters. It also reports membership discrepancies. Updating of Competitor Classification - Retrieves and applies the current World and Regional ICS classifications for those competitors in the selected match, that have an IPSC alias, from IPSC headquarters. It also applies user-defined classifications to these competitors and reports membership discrepancies. Send Match Results to IPSC - WinMSS can send a Match Results Summary to IPSC Headquarters for publication on its Match Results web page, providing it is a sanctioned Level III or higher match. To define default settings: 1. Select Tools > Settings... from the menu on the WinMSS main window. The WinMSS Settings window opens. 2. Complete the fields on the window. Match Defaults fields provide default values for the likewise named fields that appear on the Match Administration window. The Competitor Defaults, Region field corresponds to the default value for the likewise named field that appears on the Member tab of Membership Administration window. The Competitor Defaults, Submit to ICS; Division; and, Power Factor fields provide default values for the likewise named fields that appear on the Competitor tab of the Competitor Administration window. The Send E-mail Using section allows you to choose between two different ways of sending email: 1. Internet Mail Server (SMTP) - Fields are self-explanatory. TCP/IP Port 25 is a standard SMTP port and it is very unlikely that you would have to change it. 2. Microsoft Mail Service (MAPI) - The Microsoft Mail Server Provider, identifies the Microsoft MAPI compliant email software application that WinMSS uses when the Microsoft Mail Service is selected. Proxy Server fields specifies the Internet Proxy server that is used in your Internet connection. 1. Click OK, to save an any changes that you have made.



2.3



Planning for a Match There is a lot of effort that goes into the planning of a match. You need to: Allot human resources to the match (e.g. Match Director; Range Master; Chief Range Officer; Range Officers; Stats Officer; people to construct stages; etc.). Create a match schedule. Develop course designs that comply with the current IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules.
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Obtain match sanctioning, if you want it to be a recognized IPSC match. Prepare match documents. Enroll IPSC members into the match as competitors. The complexity of these tasks depends on the size of the match. For example, a match schedule could be as simple as stating that you will have an IPSC match every Wednesday, or as complex as having to schedule the following: Shooting range closures and stage construction. Accommodations for your competitors and match officials. Days and/or locations of your match. Work schedules. Shooting schedules. Catering and banquets. Award ceremony. Tip: The International Classification System (ICS), Classifier Stages, are a great source of stage designs. They offer stage designs that vary in complexity, from Short Courses to Long Courses of fire. They also offer the ability to rank shooters around the world, providing a vehicle for true peer-to-peer recognition. See IPSC.org for more details (http://www.ipsc.org/icsStages.htm). For the purposes of this documentation, we look at the planning of a match from the Stats Officer's perspective.



2.3.1



Resource Estimates for Match Scoring Score Sheet Processing Calculations (Score Sheet Transaction Rate) For a stats officer, planning begins with calculating how much work there is to be done during the Match. To a large extent, the resources required to score a Match depend on the daily score sheet transaction rate: how many and quickly will the Score Sheets have to be processed per day. The average of how many scores must be processed in a day is calculated by multiplying the number of competitors by the number of stages and dividing this number by the number of shooting days for the Match. This provides a very good indicator of the resources required to score the Match. Processing Score Sheets includes the following activities: Collecting Sorting Verifying Written Totals Entering Scores into WinMSS Verifying Data Entry Filing To calculate the hourly score sheet transaction rate, divide the daily score sheet transaction rate by the number of hours you have available to process Score Sheets that day. Do not include the time before the first batch of Score Sheets arrives. For example, if shooting starts at 08:00, but the first batch of Score Sheets arrives at 10:00, don't include the two hours between 08:00 and 10:00 in your calculations.



Even though there may be multiple Stages on one score sheet, you still have to do most of the above operations on each Stage. For simplicity, use the same formula and bank the extra time it will give you.
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Examples: 1.



A 10 Stage Match, with 100 competitors, over 2 days. Daily score sheet transaction rate is equal to 10 x 100 / 2, or 500 Score Sheets per day. The Match starts at 08:00 each day. Score Sheets are delivered every 2 hours, so your first batch arrives at 10:00. You want to have finished handling Score Sheets by 20:00, which gives you about 10 hours each day to process the scores. That works out to about 50 Score Sheets per hour, or less than one a minute. This is quite comfortable and can probably be managed with one computer.



2.



A 15 Stage Match, with 200 competitors, over 3 days. Daily score sheet transaction rate is equal to 15 x 200 / 3, or 1000 Score Sheets per day. Assuming a 10 hour day (from 10:00 to 20:00), that's about 100 Score Sheets per hour, or just over 1½ Score Sheets per minute. This is about the maximum for one computer.



3.



A 30 Stage Match, with 300 competitors, over 5 days. Some Score Sheets have more than one Stage on them. Daily score sheet transaction rate is equal to 30 x 300 / 5, or 1800 per day. Again, assuming a 10 hour day that's about 180 Score Sheets per hour, or 3 Score Sheets per minute. This probably can't be done on a single computer.



Note: The processing time in the above examples does not include time for printing results, making back-ups, etc. The time taken to print results at the end of the day can easily add 2 hours or more to the working day. Determine Resources Required With a calculation of how much work must be done, you can plan the resources required to do it. Human Score keepers - Try to get people who can write legibly and who are reasonably competent at filling in forms (that's what a score sheet is). Dedicated score keepers are preferred in large important Matches. Score sheet collectors - Use people who are specifically authorized to collect Score Sheets. They should check to ensure that all Score Sheets for each Squad are present, including the no-shows. Stats officers - Must know how to score a Match. Should have a good knowledge of IPSC rules, basic computer skills, and a working knowledge of the WinMSS application. In large important Matches, use certified stats officers if possible. Data entry people - People who are good at the keyboard. Balance speed with accuracy. They should be familiar with WinMSS, but data entry skills are more important. Casual help - People who can help with adding up scores, sorting and filing Score Sheets etc. They don't have to know anything about IPSC Matches, computers or WinMSS. Hardware Computers - Get the fastest computers you can, with a fast processor and a fast hard disk. Printers - The fastest you can find, with laser printers being preferred. In large Matches, printing can take a long time, especially at the end of the Match. Paper - Have enough paper on hand to produce all of the printouts required during the Match. Large Matches can use quite a lot of paper, depending on how often you post results. The following tables Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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show approximately how many pages of paper are required to print Stage and Match results twice a day: Three Day Match # of Stages # of Competitors 100 150 200 10 100 140 180 15 150 200 260 20 190 260 340



Five Day Match # of Stages # of Competitors 200 300 400 20 550 780 1010 30 810 1150 1490 40 1070 1520 1970



Note: Additional paper is required for Competitor Lists, Verification Reports, Final Match Results, etc. So you should have at least 200 pages available for a 10 Stage Match, with 100 competitors, over 3 days and you should have at least 500 pages available for a 20 Stage Match, with 200 competitors, over 3 days. Power Supply - Use power bars to provide enough outlets to each computer and printer. Consider the use of surge suppressors, uninterruptible power supplies, etc. depending on your knowledge of the location. Location Determine the location of the "stats shack". Should it be on-site or at the Match hotel? Consider these factors before making your decision: Work area - Is the work area large enough? Surface areas are required for a computer and printer, handling Score Sheets, entering scores, etc. You need at least a 1000 cm x 600 cm (3' x 2') surface area for a computer workstation. A long narrow table is ideal for handling Score Sheets. Working conditions - Is there enough light? Is there any air conditioning/heating? Access to stats should be controlled so that you can work in relatively quiet surroundings with few interruptions. Access to facilities - Will you have access to food and beverages? Are washrooms close by? The availability of these facilities will influence how you schedule your stats people. Communications - You need to be able to communicate with the Match director and/or the Range Master. If you are off-site, access to a telephone, fax, CB radio or walkie-talkie is essential. You may also need runners/drivers to transport or deliver documents. Clerical Stationery items - You need pens, note pads, and one or more calculators. Filing system - Score Sheets that have been entered and verified should be sorted into competitor number within Stage, and filed. Any competitor queries can then be resolved quickly. Some sort of filing boxes or trays are useful for this. Keep a separate box or tray for anomalies and deferred decisions, such as DQs.



2.3.2



Setting Up a Match in WinMSS Several things need to be done to prepare WinMSS for the scoring of an IPSC Match in WinMSS. First, you should ensure that your Membership Database is up-to-date and complete. This is performed using the Membership Administration feature and will assist you in: Verifying that Match applicants are current IPSC members, as a Level II or higher Match can be desanctioned for allowing non-current members to compete. Those individuals that are not current IPSC members may compete in a Level I Match, providing they meet the appropriate qualifications. Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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Maintaining IPSC membership information (e.g.: Contact Information and Classifications). Preventing errors in your competitor information (e.g.: date of birth, spelling of name, IPSC Alias, etc.). Now you need to establish the Match in WinMSS. You do this by: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Defining your Match. Establishing Stages in your Match. Define your Match Teams and Tags. Enrolling Competitors into your Match.



Having established your Match in WinMSS, you can print the various Competitor Listings, Score Sheets, and various administrative forms that are used during the Match.



2.4



Membership Administration The WinMSS Membership Database contains personal information, such as name, age, address and contact information. Its main purpose is to facilitate accurate identification of match competitors and to ensure that they receive proper match recognition and classification. To this end, all competitors must be selected from the Membership Database. You can enter new members, delete members, and edit existing membership records in the Member Administration window. This window also provides access to the Membership Groups feature via the Groups button and the Membership Reports feature via the Reporting button. If the selected member has an email address, the Email button becomes enabled and clicking on it will automatically generate an email addressed to that member. The window has two main tabs: Member and Member List. Member Tab The Member tab contains fields to capture the member's personal information. You can enter a new member or update an existing member here. The Apply button saves your changes without closing the window. Tip: When you are updating existing records, you can press Page Up or Page Down to scroll through the membership records. See: Personal Membership Information Defining Classification Member List Tab The Member List tab allows you to easily locate a member and edit their membership record. Tips: Sort the Membership Database according to the data in a column by clicking the column header, or by choosing the column name in the Order By field. Double-click a member's entry to open the record in the Member tab. Note: To compete in a Match, an individual must be a current member of the IPSC Region where they reside. To be considered a resident of a particular Region, the person must be domiciled there for a minimum of 183 days of the 12 months immediately preceding the month in which a competition begins. Refer to current "IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules" for further information regarding IPSC competitor
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status and credentials. See: Searching for a Database Record



2.4.1



Personal Membership Information The first step in defining a member is to enter their personal information. To enter member's personal information: 1. Select Members from the toolbar on the WinMSS main window. 2. Enter the Member's personal information. The following fields are required: Family Name Given Name Region (you can define a default Region in the WinMSS Settings window). 3. Click Apply. Under the Member indentification box, there are two tabs: Contact Information and Classification. On the Classification tab, you cannot change Classification Divisions; Regional Classification; and World Classification values. You can change the User Defined Classification values, but only after the member has been successfully created and saved. Remember: The IPSC Alias field is used to connect that member's match information with the International Classification System (ICS), so it is a very important entry and should be entered whenever possible. The member's Region is the IPSC region in which they reside, not where the region in which they are competing.



2.4.2



Membership Groups Membership Groups assist in performing the following administrative tasks: Email a group of members (providing they have an E-mail address). Register a group of members into a Match. Export a group of members to a variety of file formats. Preview and print mailing labels for a group of members (providing they have a Address Line 1 in their Mailing Address). The Group Name field identifies the active membership group being manipulated. The members of the active membership group appear in the Selected Group Members list. To create a new membership group, click on either the New button or select the New... option under the Group main menu item. When you create a new membership group, a dialog box will appear prompting you to enter a new membership Group Name. To permanently delete a membership group, select Delete under the Group main menu item. You may Select (add) and Remove members from the active group at any time. Adding members can be done by highlighting a member in the Available Members area -- by either scrolling down and highlighting a member entry, or by typing a member's name in the Member field (family name, followed by a comma, and then given name) -- and then either choosing Select from the Members main menu item, or clicking on the Select-> button. Members can be removed from a membership group by highlighting a Selected Group Members entry and then choosing the Remove option under the Members main menu item.
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Group Registration Registers all the members in an administrative group into the Match identified in the Match Selection portion of the Group Registration window.



2.5



Match Administration You can create new Matches or edit the properties of an existing Match in the Match Administration window. The window has two tabs: Match and Match List. The window also has its own toolbar, containing buttons to establish Stages, enroll Competitors, define Teams, define Tags , score the Match, and generate Reports. These tasks are discussed in other topics. Match Tab The Match tab contains the fields for the Match's general information, including the Name, Date, Region, number of Squads, Officials, etc. This tab also includes fields that display various target totals, as well as the total number of competitors enrolled in the Match. You can create a new Match, or update an existing Match record. The Apply button saves your changes without closing the window. Tips: When you are updating an existing Match record, you can press Page Up or Page Down to scroll through the Matches in the Match List. You can use the WinMSS Settings window to define default values for several fields on the Match tab, including: Hosting Club, Region, Firearm Type, and Match Level. Note: Squads are optional, but you must define the Number of Squads that will be used in the Match before you can assign a competitor to a Squad. The entry in the Number of Squads field defines how many Squads are available for you to add competitors to, using the Competitor Administration window. Match List Tab The Match List tab allows you to easily locate a Match and open its record. Tips: Sort the Match list according to the data in a column by clicking the column header, or by choosing the column name in the Order By field. Double-click a Match entry to open the record in the Match tab. See: Searching for a Database Record



2.5.1



Establishing Stages For each Stage, you need to tell WinMSS: its name, location, course type (long, medium, short or standard exercise), how it is scored (Comstock or Virginia Count), and type of targets used (Classic, Metric, or Universal). Then WinMSS needs to know how many of each target type are being used (including penalty targets), and the minimum number of rounds required to complete the course of fire. Note: Minimum Rounds means the minimum number of rounds required to achieve the Maximum Points. That is, it includes any rounds that are shot at disappearing targets.
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WinMSS notifies you if the number of hits plus misses entered is less than the minimum number of rounds for that Stage, unless there is one or more disappearing targets. After setting up all Stages, WinMSS has enough information to print blank Score Sheets. Stage Tab The Stage tab contains the fields to define the Stages in the Match. When you add a Stage to the Match, the Stage summary information is updated on the Match Administration window. You can create a new Stage, or update an existing Stage definition. To define a new Stage for a Match: 1. Make sure the Match you want to add the Stage to is selected in the Match Administration window. 2. Click Stages. 3. Enter the Stage information. Tip: To establish an ICS Classifier Stage, select the Stage from the ICS Classifier Stage identifier from the drop-down combo-box and click on the Import button. If you change your mind later, click the Remove button to return it to a user-defined Stage. The following fields are required: Type of Course Type of Scoring Type of Target Minimum Rounds 4. Click Apply. Tip: When you are updating an existing Stage definition, you can press Page Up or Page Down to scroll through the Stages in the Stage List. Stage List Tab The Stage List tab allows you to easily locate a Stage and open its record. Tip: Double-click a Stage entry to open the record in the Stage tab. Type of Course Each type of course has a specific number of minimum rounds required: Long Course – minimum of 17 rounds and a maximum of 32 rounds Medium Course – minimum of 10 rounds and a maximum of 16 rounds Short Course – minimum of 1 round and a maximum of 9 rounds Standard Exercise – minimum of 1 round and a maximum of 24 rounds



2.5.2



Defining Teams The Team Administration window allows you to create Teams. This is where you identify the Teams that are being fielded in the Match. Teams are not mandatory, but you must define them if you want to report Match results by Team. If you do create Teams, you must complete all 3 fields for every Team. Note: You do not identify who the Team members are at this time - that is done later when you establish or modify competitors. Teams can also be added while the Match is in progress. Remember: Teams have a maximum of 4 competitors, must be in the same Division, and must be in the same Category (because Categories can be significant in Team scoring). To create a Team: Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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1. Make sure the Match you want to create the Team for is selected in the Match Administration window. 2. Click Teams. 3. Click New. 4. Click in the Team Name field of the new empty row, and enter the Team's name. 5. Click once in the Division field and press F2. This activates the drop-down list-box. 6. Click the down arrow on the right edge of the drop-down list-box to expand the list, and select a Division. You must define a Division and a Category for every Team. 7. Click once in the Category field, and press F2. 8. Select a Category from the drop-down list-box. 9. Click Apply. After the Team is created, you can assign competitors to it, in the Competitor Administration window. See: Choosing Competitors



2.5.3



Defining Tags (a.k.a. Affiliation) The Tag Administration window allows you to create competitor Tags. Tags are not mandatory. A Tag is an arbitrary label you can associate to select competitors in your match, thereby enabling you to produce final Match results by Competitor Tag within a Division. With Tags you can, for example, determine the best "Prison Guard" (Tag) shooter, in "Standard Division" (Division), for the Match. As with defining Teams, you identify the Tags themselves, not their associated Competitors. Also like defining Teams, you can add new Tags to a Match in progress. Note: The Tags you define are not Match specific. They reside in the WinMSS database, and can be selected for any Match. To 1. 2. 3. 4.



2.5.4



create a Tag: Click Tags. Click New. Click in the Tag field, and enter the Tag name. Click Apply.



Enrolling Competitors Competitors in a Match must be selected from the Membership Database. To some statisticians, the order in which people are registered for the Match is significant. For example, they shoot in competitor number order. The Competitor Administration window has two tabs: Competitor and Competitor List. Competitor Tab The Competitor tab contains the fields to choose the competitors for a Match, and to define Match specific information about each one, including Division, Category, Squad, Team, Tag, etc. Teams and Tags are created in separate windows. The Competitor tab also contains the fields to disqualify a competitor. Remember: Competitors must have a valid IPSC Alias and the Submit to ICS check-box checked, in
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order to have their scores applied to the International Classification System (ICS). To select a competitor for a Match: 1. Make sure the Match you want to add the competitor to is selected in the Match Administration window. 2. Click Competitors. 3. Click New. 4. Select the member you want to add as a competitor. You can do this in 1 of 3 ways: i) Type the member's name into the Family and Given Name fields. The Membership Database grid, immediately below these fields, scrolls to the closest matching name. Click on the Select button when the correct member appears in the grid with an arrow beside them, to make that member a competitor. ii) Type the member's IPSC Alias into the corresponding field. The Membership Database grid, immediately below these fields, scrolls to the closest matching IPSC Alias. Click on the Select button when the correct member appears in the grid with an arrow beside them, to make that member a competitor. iii) Scroll through the Membership Database until you locate the member you want. Click on that member's grid entry, to place an arrow beside them. Then click on the Select button, to make that member a competitor. 5. Enter the other information for the competitor in the remaining fields. The Division field is required. You can define default values for the Division, Submit to ICS, and Power Factor fields in the WinMSS Settings window. Tips: If you have erroneously added the competitor to a Team, you can remove them by tabbing to the Team field so that it is highlighted, and then press the ESC key. If you have erroneously associated a competitor to a Tag, you can remove them by tabbing to the Tag field so that it is highlighted, and then press the ESC key. You can add a competitor to a Squad by selecting the Squad's number in the Squad # field. The Number of Squads that are available is determined by the entry in the Number of Squads field on the Match Administration window. 6. Click Apply. Tip: When you are updating a competitor list, you can press Page Up or Page Down to scroll through the competitors in the Competitor List. See: Membership Administration Defining Teams Defining Tags Remember: To compete in a Match, a member must be a member of the IPSC Region where they reside. To be considered a resident of a particular Region, the person must be domiciled there for a minimum of 183 days of the 12 months immediately preceding the month in which a competition begins. Refer to current "IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules" for further information regarding IPSC competitor status and credentials. Also, remember that a single Team can contain a maximum of 4 competitors and all Team members must compete in the same Division and belong to the same Category. Competitor List Tab The Competitor List tab allows you to easily locate a competitor and open their record. Tip: Double-click a competitor entry to open their record in the Competitor tab See: Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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Searching for a Database Record Competitor Labels From either tab on the Competitor Administration window you can print Competitor labels.



2.5.5



Update Competitor Classifications for a Match Before you can report on, and/or by, competitor classifications, you need to update your Match competitors classification. This can be accomplished using two different methods: 1. 2.



Using the International Classification System (ICS), via an Internet connection. Using the WinMSS Membership Database.



Regardless of the method used, the process remains the same: 1. 2.



3.



Select Tools > Classification > Update Competitor Classifications for a Match... from the menu on the WinMSS main window. Choose the Match that you wish have the competitors classified for, by selecting it from those matches that appear in the Match Name drop-down combo-box. Be careful, you cannot undo this update (you would have to restore the match from a back-up). Choose the classification source that you want to use. Selecting Update Competitor Classification - Using the International Classification System (ICS) via an Internet connection will cause WinMSS to retrieve the competitor classifications from the IPSC.org web server. Selecting Update Competitor Classification - Using the WinMSS Membership Database will cause WinMSS to retrieve the competitor classifications from the Membership Database. In either case, User Defined classifications will always be retrieved from the Membership Database.



Note: You may wish to make sure that your Membership Database is current prior to a match, so you can select your competitors from it and update competitor classifications without an Internet connection. Your match competitor classifications will not change, unless you explicitly update them. See: Defining Classification



2.5.6



Printing Competitor Listings After the Match has been established and all competitor information is complete, you may wish to print final copies of the following Competitor Listings: By Competitor Number... lists competitors in competitor number sequence. By Family Name... lists competitors in name sequence. You may need to look up a competitor's name to find out their competitor number. By Squad... lists competitors in squad number sequence -- optional, if Squad assignments were made. You should provide each range crew with a copy of the Squad list, so that they can see who the members of a Squad are without shuffling through Score Sheets and verify attendance. By Team... lists competitors in team sequence -- optional, if Teams have been defined and assigned to competitors. Note: The competitor's Power Factor appears on all Competitor Listings. Those competitors that have a plus sign ("+") in their Division column are competing with a MAJOR Power Factor, and those competitors that do not have a plus sign ("+") in their Division column are competing with a MINOR Power Factor. Warning: The Competitor Listing By Classification report may not reflect the competitor's correct
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classification. You must use the Update Competitor Classifications for a Match feature, to apply classifications to the competitors of a match. Your Reporting Options will determine which classification system is used when generating Match reports. See: Match Setup Reports



2.6



Match Scoring The primary concern of an IPSC statistician (Stats Officer), is to determine who won an IPSC Match by scoring each competitors performance in accordance with the requirements and recommendations specified in the IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules. You do this by: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Preparing Score Sheets for the Match. Distributing Score Sheets. Entering Scores into WinMSS. Determining the Final Results of the Match.



Chronographing is recommended for a sanctioned Level II Match and is required for a Level III or higher Match. It is performed to verify the integrity of the competitor's declared Division and Power Factor.



2.6.1



Preparing Score Sheets WinMSS can print blank Score Sheets for each Stage in a Match. It can also print completed Score Sheets for every Stage and Competitor in your match. After you have prepared the Score Sheets to your liking, consider the following, should you wish to take them to the print shop for reproduction. 1.



For smaller matches: You may want to reduce WinMSS Score Sheets and photocopy more than one on a single sheet of paper.



2.



For larger matches: Use NCR paper, so that the competitor can easily get an accurate duplicate of the score sheet. If you don't have too many Stages, color coding the Score Sheets can be useful especially when handling Score Sheets in the stats shack.



See: Match Setup Reports



2.6.2



Score Sheet Distribution There are fundamentally two ways to distribute Score Sheets for the Match. 1.



2.



Package them by competitor, and include them in the competitor's kit. This requires less work up front on the part of the Match organizers, but it can (and usually does) lead to problems on the range during the Match. Competitors sometimes forget their Score Sheets, or they bring the wrong ones to a Stage. Package them by Squad and Stage, and deliver the packages to the range. This requires a lot more work up front. All competitors have to be Squadded in advance, so that the Score Sheet Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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packets can be prepared before the Match commences. Last minute changes require new Score Sheets to be cut and delivered to the range. Option # 1 is easier on the Match organizers, and provides greater flexibility, but places more responsibility on the competitors. Option # 2 puts less responsibility on the competitors, but requires more on the part of the Match organizers.



2.6.3



Entering Scores into WinMSS You score a Match in the Rapid Scoring window. WinMSS performs some data validation as you enter scores. For example, the total number of hits and misses must match the minimum rounds required (as defined on the Stage Administration window). To simplify scoring on the range, you can print Score Sheets from WinMSS' Reporting window. See Setup Reports for more information. To enter a competitor's score: 1. Open the Rapid Scoring window. You can do this in 1 of 2 ways: i) Selecting Tools > Rapid Scoring on the main WinMSS menu. ii) Clicking Scoring on the Match Administration toolbar. 2. Select the Match you are scoring from the Match field. 3. Enter the Stage number in the Stage field. As soon as you click another field, the Rapid Scoring window is updated with the Stage information. 4. Select the competitor you are scoring. You can do this in 1 of 2 ways: i) Enter their competitor number in the Number field. The window is updated with the competitor's information when you click another field. ii) Click the Name drop-down combo-box and select the competitor by name from the list. 5. Complete the other fields in the window. If you made an error, and want to begin scoring the competitor for the Stage again, click Reset. 6. Click Confirm. Once you confirm the score, you cannot use the Reset button. To score the same competitor for another Stage, choose a new Stage number as described in step 3. To score another competitor in the same Match, select them as described in step 4.



2.6.4



Recommended Scoring Routine A data entry routine should be followed for each batch of Score Sheets which has to be entered. If you get into the habit of using the same routine every time, it becomes automatic, smooth and efficient. A recommended routine is presented here for people who are looking for a place to start. The steps to be followed are: 1.



2.



Separate the Score Sheets into piles by Stage. In a large Match, the more hands you have helping here, the better. The Score Sheets do not have to be sorted into competitor number order at this point. The WinMSS allows scores to be entered in random order. Add up the scores in each of the columns and write in the totals. During this process, check for completeness. For each Stage on the score sheet: Each target should have the required number of hits and misses. The total hits and misses should equal the minimum rounds. The time should be present. For Virginia Count Stages, use a calculator to add up string times. Sideline any anomalies (DQs, missing scores/times/signatures), do not try to resolve
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them at this time. Check the finished piles. A different person should go through the Score Sheets that someone else completed in step 2. The checker should go through the same process as step 2, verifying that the totals are correct. Write any corrections on the score sheet. 4. Key the scores into the computer. 5. Print verification reports for all Stages that have been entered. You can specify a reporting time period, if desired. 6. Check the verification reports against the Score Sheets to make sure they have been entered correctly. A different person should go through the Score Sheets that someone else entered. Now, the Score Sheets should be sorted into competitor number order, since the verification reports are printed in that order. Use a sheet of paper or a straight edge of some kind to cursor through each line on the verification report. For each score sheet: Match the competitor number on the score sheet with the competitor number on the verification report. Make sure the competitor name on the score sheet is the same as on the verification report. Match the totals and the time on the score sheet with the corresponding columns of the verification report. Check off the line on the verification report. If there is a discrepancy, turn the score sheet sideways and mark an X on the verification report. 7. Reenter any scores for which errors were found. 8. Print verification reports for corrected scores and check them. 9. Enter any competitor changes. Defer DQs until you hear from the Match director or Range Master. 10. Back-up the WinMSS database. 11. Print results, if required. 12. File the entered Score Sheets with the others that have been entered, in competitor number order by Stage. 3.



Local circumstances may require you to make changes to this routine, and you may find your own improvements and variations. Incorporate these changes as required, but don't sacrifice accuracy for speed. A stats officer is responsible for ensuring that all competitor scores are entered accurately and completely.



2.6.5



Determining the Final Results Posting Interim Results Posting results twice a day is the most popular and practical frequency. Print Stage results and Overall Match results at the midpoint of the day (not necessarily noon) and at the end of the day. Post the results at the range, in a central location, and, if applicable, at the Match hotel. In a large Match, finding a surface area big enough for posting the results can sometimes be a problem. You may have to scout this out in advance, and obtain suitable boards or other equipment to hold the results. The posting of interim results a mandator prerequiste to the posting of the matches final results, as each competitor must have an opportunity to verify their scores. At the very minimum, provisional results are to be posted for a minimum of one hour, for this purpose. See: Match Verification Reports for more details. Making Final Results Available to Competitors The final results of a Match can be determined by printing various Results reports. The simplest final match results being reported by printing the Overall Match Results. See: Match Results Reports for more details.
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Providing each competitor with a printed copy of all the results is expensive and impractical. Printing the results to file and distributing those files through the Internet is the most efficient method of distribution. You may also distribute a WinMSS match using the Backup WinMSS Match and Restore WinMSS Match features.



2.6.6



Chronographing Chronographing is performed to verify the integrity of the competitor's declared Division and Power Factor. The chronographing process runs concurrently with the Match, but must conclude at least one hour prior to the posting of the final Match results. High level IPSC sanctioned Matches should have formal chronographing procedures, while lower level Matches (Level I and Level II Matches), may not perform chronographing at all and accept the competitor's declared Division and Power Factor without dispute. The Match Director is responsible for ensuring the availability of a chronograph that has been properly setup and calibrated on each day of the Match. Whenever possible, chronographing should be scheduled like a regular, separate Stage. With this method, it is convenient to verify a competitor's compliance to their declared Division and Power Factor when they arrive at the chronograph Stage. It is the competitor's responsibility to ensure that they are chronographed before the end of a Match. If a competitor fails to report to the chronograph for the scheduled test, their scores are recorded in Minor Power Factor. Forms should be prepared to facilitate chronographing, including: Competitor List by Competitor Number – Use to track who has and has not been chronographed. Competitor List by Competitor Name – Use for cross-reference purposes. For example, when competitor number is not available, but the name is. Chronograph Statistics List by Competitor Number – Use to capture chronograph statistics regarding each competitor. This form should be able to track the following information for all competitors: - Competitor Number - Competitor Name - Competitor Division - Competitor's Declared Power Factor (Major / Minor) - Three Chronographed Bullet Velocities in feet per second (recorded as three separate entries) - Averaged Bullet Velocity in feet per second (recorded as a single entry that equals the average of the Three Chronographed Bullet Velocities) - Bullet Weight in grains - Power Factor (recorded as the Averaged Bullet Velocity in feet per second, multiplied by the Bullet Weight in grains, divided by 1000). - Firearm Fits in Box (recorded as applicable) - Firearm Has 5 lbs. Trigger Pull (recorded as applicable) Competitor Chronograph Statistics Sheet – Used to capture the raw chronographing data for a competitor and to identify a competitor's ammunition sample. This form should capture all of the information necessary to complete the "Chronograph Statistics List by Competitor Number". Chronographing Process
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Ammunition samples should be collected at one of the following times: During Match registration and/or competitor kit pickup. Randomly while the Match is in progress. When the competitor shows up at the chronograph Stage (stage is scheduled as a course of fire). For each competitor, ten rounds are collected randomly by a match official and placed in a zip-lock sandwich bag along with the Competitor Chronograph Statistics Sheet (so that the ammunition sample can be positively identified later). One bullet per competitor is separated from the cartridge and weighed to determine actual bullet weight in grains (the weight is recorded on the Competitor Chronograph Statistics Sheet). If this is not possible, the competitor's declared bullet weight is to be accepted. The gunpowder is usually poured into the zip-lock sandwich bag. At the chronograph station, the competitor must not handle their firearm unless instructed to do so by the Chief Range Officer (CRO). Ammunition is tested through the competitor's firearm. When they arrive at the chronograph station the competitor must place their unloaded gun on the shooting bench, slide locked back (if possible), muzzle pointed down range. Once the firearm is on the shooting bench, the competitor may not add, adjust, or alter anything on it until the chronographing process has finished. The zip-lock bag containing that competitor's ammunition sample and Completed Competitor Chronograph Statistics Sheet is retrieved. Three bullets are fired over a chronograph, and their velocities are recorded in feet per second on the statistics sheet. If it is not possible to record velocities in this way, no ammunition may be protested as under power (minor). Calculate and record the average bullet velocity. Calculate and record the competitor's Power Factor by multiplying the bullet weight by the average bullet velocity and dividing the result by 1000. Other verification tests are also performed and recorded at this time: Box test results are recorded, as applicable (per current edition of IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules). Minimum trigger pull test results are recorded, as applicable (per current edition of IPSC Shooting Principles and Rules). If the chronographer notices that the firearm does not meet safety criteria (inoperable safety, double, etc.), the Range Master is called and the competitor is not permitted to continue in the Match until the gun is rechecked and proven safe. The Completed Competitor Chronograph Statistics Sheet is placed back into the ammunition sample bag and the data captured on it is later transferred to the Chronograph Statistics List by Competitor Number form. If changes to the competitor's Division or Power Factor are required, they are noted and forwarded to the Match Stats Officer.



2.7



Reporting WinMSS has a wide range of reports available. All reporting features are accessible from the WinMSS Reporting window.
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To open the WinMSS Reporting window, click Reporting on either the WinMSS main window toolbar, or on the Match Administration toolbar. The following types of reports are available: Membership Reports Setup Reports Verification Reports Results Reports For some reports, a Reporting Criteria window opens. Choose report parameters from the window, and click OK to generate the report.



2.7.1



Reporting Options WinMSS Reporting is affected by three distinct reporting options: Where do you want the report to be sent? To define a report destination, just click on the radio-button that correspondes to your desired output device: To Printer - If you print to the printer, the Windows Print Properties dialog box opens so you can choose your printer settings. To Preview - If you print to Preview, the report is displayed in a window. You can decide if it contains the information you want. From this preview window click the Print button to send the report to the printer. Tip: You can change the report magnification by typing a number in the % field and pressing the Enter key. To File - If you print to file, the Windows File Save dialog box opens so you can select the filename and location. You can save the file in one of the following formats: Portable Document Format File (*.pdf); Tagged Image Format File (*.tif); and, Text Document (*.txt).



What classification system do you want to report by? To define what classification system is used in your reports, you just click on the appropriate radio-button: ICS Regional Class - All reports will use the competitors ICS Regional Classification value, for the division in which they are competing. ICS World Class - All reports will use the competitors ICS World Classification value, for the division in which they are competing. User Defined Class - All reports will use the competitors User Defined Classification value (obtained from the Membership Database), for the division in which they are competing. Tip: You must update competitor classifications for the Match, otherwise your Match results will not report the correct classifications. This should always done just prior to posting the intrim final Match results, just in case a competitor has changed divisions during the Match.
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Note: Only competitors with a valid IPSC Alias will have an ICS Regional Classification and/or ICS World Classification.



What match do you want to report on? To define what Match you are reporting on, you just select the appropriate Match Name from those that appear in the Match Name drop-down combo-box. The Club name and Match Date are also displayed, to assist you in verifying that the correct Match has been selected. Note: This setting is ignored for all Membership reporting.



2.7.2



Membership Reports Membership reports contain information from the Membership Database. All the reports except Labels print a member list, with the members listed in order based on the field indicated in the report name. You can send reports to the printer, to a preview window, or you can save them as files. See Reporting Options for more information. Membership Alpha Listing: A member list, sorted by member family name. Included Fields: Full Name (family name, first name); Address; IPSC Alias; Region; Birth Date. Membership Classification Listing: A member list, sorted by member family name. Included Fields: Full Name (family name, first name); IPSC Alias; Division; ICS Regional Classification; ICS World Classification; User Defined Classification. Classification values can be interpreted as: Code "GM" "M" "A" "B" "C" "D" "U"



Class = Grand Master class = Master class = D class = D class = D class = D class = Unclassified



Breaks 95% to 100% 85% to 94.999% 75% to 84.999% 60% to 74.999% 40% to 59.999% 39.999% and below Not applicable



Membership Contact Listing: A member list, sorted by member family name. Included Fields: Full Name (family name, first name); Email Address; Phone Number.



IPSC Alias Listing: A member list, sorted by member family name. Included Fields: Full Name (family name, first name); IPSC Alias; Region, Birth Date. Labels: The two label options (Laser and Dot-Matrix) allow you to print address labels for members. Labels are printed for all members with the "Include this member when membership labels are printed" check-box selected on the Membership Database window. To access Membership reports:
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Click Reporting on either the WinMSS main window toolbar, or on the Match Administration toolbar. The WinMSS Reporting window opens. Select Membership from the WinMSS Reporting menu to open its drop-down menu. Select the appropriate report that you want generated, from the drop-down menu that appears.



See: Reporting Options



2.7.3



Match Reporting The WinMSS Match Reporting window provides you with a single point of access to all of the reports that you would need during an IPSC match.



2.7.3.1



Defining Report Criteria Some WinMSS reports require you to define report criteria before they are generated. Whenever criteria is required, the Report Criteria window opens automatically. There are two versions of the Report Criteria window: The simple version opens when you select one of the following reports: Setup Score Sheets, Setup Stage Profiles, Verification Scores by Competitor, Verification Scores by Squad, Verification Exceptions, Results Stage Overall. This Report Criteria window allows you to select which Stages you want to be included on the report. Any Stage with Yes in the left column will be included. The Verification Scores by Stage report opens a slightly more complex Report Criteria window. This window allows you to select which Stages you want to be included, plus it allows you to select the time period you want to be included. If you enter a time period, you will receive a report containing data entered into WinMSS during that period.



2.7.3.2



Match Setup Reports and Forms Most Setup reports contain information about the Match you selected on the Reporting window. The exception is the Tag Listing report, which includes information regarding Tags from the entire WinMSS database. For some reports, a Reporting Criteria window opens. Choose report parameters from the window, and click OK to print the report. You can send reports to the printer, to a preview window, or you can save them as files. See Report Options for information. Labels: The two label options (Laser and Dot-Matrix) allow you to print Competitor labels for all the competitors in the Match. Chronograph Forms: Two standard WinMSS Chronograph Forms are available for printing. The Competitor Chronograph Statistics List, prints Chronograph Forms with an entry for each competitor in your match, with their Competitor Number; Full Name; Division; and, Power Factor already filled in. Plain Chronograph Statistics List, prints Chronograph Forms that are not personalized. Competitor Listing By: A competitor list, sorted first by the primary field selected in the sub-menu, then alphabetically by family name. For example, in the Competitor Listing by Category report,
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competitors are listed alphabetically within each Category grouping. Primary Fields: Category; Classification; Competitor Number; Division; Family Name; Squad; Tag; Team. Included Fields: Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name); Classification; Division; Category; Squad; Tag. Note: The competitor's Power Factor appears on all Competitor Listings. Those competitors that have a plus sign ("+") in their Division column are competing with a MAJOR Power Factor, and those competitors that do not have a plus sign ("+") in their Division column are competing with a MINOR Power Factor. Score Sheets: Two standard WinMSS Score Sheets, are available for printing. Competitor Score Sheets, are personalized for each competitor in the Match. Plain Score Sheets, are not personalized. You will be prompted to select the Stages for which you want Score Sheets to be printed, and all Stages are selected by defualt. Note: Score Sheets cannot be printed (saved), to a Text Document (*.txt), but may be saved as a Portable Document Format File (*.pdf) and as a Tagged Image Format File (*.tif). Stage Profiles: A report detailing all Stages in the Match, in Stage Number order. Each Stage is presented in a separate section. The report identifies the Match Name for which it was printed. Included Fields: Stage Number; Stage Name; Stage Location; Scoring Type; Course Type; Firearm Type; Target Type; Maximum Possible Points; Minimum Number of Rounds; and the number each type of target (Paper; Steel Plate; Popper; Penalty; Disappearing). Tag Listing: A list of the Tags in the WinMSS database. Note that this is an exception to the other reports, which include only Match specific information. The Tags are listed in alphabetical order. Included Fields: Tag Name To access Match Setup reports: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Click Reporting on either the WinMSS main window toolbar, or on the Match Administration toolbar. The WinMSS Reporting window opens. Select the Match you want results for in the Match Name field. Select Setup from the WinMSS Reporting menu to open its drop-down menu. Select the appropriate report that you want generated, from the drop-down menu that appears.



See: Reporting Options Defining Report Criteria 2.7.3.3



Match Verification Reports The IPSC statistician has the responsibility to ensure that all Competitor scores are entered accurately. Verification reports can assist in this task. You can print them: by Competitor Number; by Squad; or, by Stage. When you select a Verification report, you will be asked to specify the range of Stages that you want included. You may also specify a time period. Verification reports show all of the data keyed in for each Competitor right down to the A's, B's, C's, D's scoring and penalty targets per selected Stage. The reports are printed in Competitor number order. A common practice is for someone to read aloud the data from the Score Sheets while an assistant Copyright © 2002-2010, International Practical Shooting Confederation
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checks what is being called against the Verification report. This whole process is easier if the Score Sheets are first sorted into Competitor number order for each Stage. Printing the Scores by Squad report allows you to distribute a Squad's scores to each Squad for verification of accuracy. This can use a lot of paper in a large Match. You can send reports to the printer, to a preview window, or you can save them as files. See Report Destinations for information. Scores by Competitor: A detailed scoring report for selected Stages, for each Competitor in the Match. Competitors are listed by Competitor number. The report identifies the Match Name for which it was printed. Included Fields - Competitor Information: Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name); Division; Classification; Power Factor; Category Included Fields - Scores: Stage Number; Detailed stage scoring; Time to complete course of fire. Scores by Squad: A detailed scoring report for selected Stages, for each Competitor in the Match, grouped by Squad Number. Squads are listed by Squad Number, and within the Squad grouping Competitors are listed by Competitor Number. The report identifies the Match Name for which it was printed. Included Fields - Competitor Information: Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name); Division; Classification; Power Factor; Category Included Fields - Scores: Stage Number; Detailed stage scoring; Time to complete course of fire. Scores by Stage: A detailed scoring report for each selected Stage in the Match. Stages are listed in Stage Number order. Competitor scores are listed in Competitor Number order. The report identifies the Match Name for which it was printed. Included Fields: Stage Number; Stage Name; Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name); Detailed stage scoring; Time to complete course of fire. Exceptions: This is one of the most useful reports for a Stats Officer. The scoring exceptions report shows exactly what you haven't entered yet, so you can follow up with the Chief Range Officer (CRO) or whomever is responsible for making sure all the Score Sheets have come back to you. For example, you can immediately see that a Competitor has not been entered for a specific Stage. The report will appear blank in the print preview, if all selected stage scores have been entered for all competitors in the selected match. Included Fields: Stage Number; Stage Name; Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name); Squad Number. To access Match Verification reports: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Click Reporting on either the WinMSS main window toolbar, or on the Match Administration toolbar. The WinMSS Reporting window opens. Select the Match you want results for in the Match Name field. Select Verification from the WinMSS Reporting menu to open its drop-down menu. Select the type of verification report that you want generated, from the drop-down menu that appears.



See: Reporting Options Defining Report Criteria
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Match Results Reports Several match results reports are available, so you can determine the overall Stage results, overall Match results, and the Match results by: Category; Classification; Region; Tag; and, Team. Results Reports Stage: A Stage results summary listing, with sections for each Division and each Stage. For example, if there are two Divisions in the Match: Open and Standard, then there is a list of Stage results for Stage # 1 Open Division, and a list of Stage results for Stage # 1 Standard Division. Competitor results in each Stage are listed in order of their results, with the top score first. The report identifies the Match Name for which it was printed. Included Fields: Stage Number; Stage Name; Stage Ranking Order Number; Points awarded; course of fire completion Time; Hit Factor; Stage Points; Stage Percentage; Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name). Match Overall: An overall Match results summary listing by Division. Competitor results in each Division are listed in order of their Match results, with the top score first. The report identifies the Match Name for which it was printed. Included Fields: Division; Match Ranking Order Number; Match Scoring Percentage; Total Match Points; Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name); Classification; Category; Tag; ICS Submission Indicator. Match By: An overall Match results summary listing by Division, sorted by a primary field and then by Match result. For example, in the Results By Classification report, in the "B" Class Shooters section, Competitors are listed in order of result, with the highest scoring Competitor listed first. Primary Fields: Category; Classification; Region; Tag. Included Fields: Division; Match Ranking Order Number; Match Scoring Percentage; Total Match Points; Competitor Number; Full Name (family name, first name); Classification; Category; Tag; ICS Submission Indicator. Match By Team: An overall Match results summary listing by Division and Category, and then sorted by the Team's computed Match result. Teams are used in Level III (or higher) competitions, and consist of a maximum of four members. Only the highest three scoring team members shall be used to compute team results. Included Fields: Division; Category; Team Match Ranking Order Number; Total Team Points; Team Name; Competitor Total Match Points; Competitor Full Name (family name, first name). To access the Results reports: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Click Reporting on either the WinMSS main window toolbar, or on the Match Administration toolbar. The WinMSS Reporting window opens. Select the Match you want results for in the Match Name field. Select Results from the WinMSS Reporting menu to open its drop-down menu. Select either Stage or Match from the drop-down menu. For Match reports, select a Match Results report type from the submenu that appears.



Tip: Be patient, some reports take a while to be prepared. See: Reporting Options Defining Report Criteria
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Internet The WinMSS Match Reporting windows provides you with a few features that require an Internet connection: Email Competitors - WinMSS will automatically create an email that is addressed to all those competitors in the selected match that have an email address in their membership record. This may prove useful when you want to email your match results to those that competed in the match. Send Classification Scores to IPSC. Send Match Results to IPSC. All of the above features will be found under the Internet menu option.



2.7.3.5.1 Send Classification Scores to IPSC



WinMSS can create a Match Classifications Update file that is used by the International Classification System (ICS) to update participating Competitors International and Regional classification, based on their performance in that match. WinMSS will automatically generate an email with this update file for you, or you can save the update file to disk for sending later. In either case, the information is compiled into a single .cab (Microsoft Windows Cabinet) file. The file is then either immediately attached to an email and sent to IPSC Headquarters, or saved on the PC's hard drive for later attachment to an email to IPSC Headquarters. Note: You send classification update files (*.cab), to [email protected]. Your default email provider is defined on the WinMSS Settings window. The Create Classification System Internet Update window contains the fields for generating and sending the information as a file. The window also has payment information fields. Payment (in US dollars) is required to submit information to IPSC. The payment information you enter is encrypted and added to the file that is created. Note: The Match must include at least 10 Competitors, or be a Level III or higher Match. Prior to sending your classification scores to IPSC, you will have an opportunity to verify the Competitors at are participating in the submission. 2.7.3.5.1.1 Classification Update - Enrollment Verification



This window will allow you to verify those competitors that are having their scores submitted to the International Classification System. Only those competitors that have an IPSC Alias will appear in this window. Those competitors that have a "Yes" in the Submit column will have their scores submitted to the International Classification System. 2.7.3.5.1.2 Classification Scores Submission



To send information by email to IPSC headquarters: 1. Click Reporting on either the WinMSS main window toolbar, or on the Match Administration toolbar. The Reporting window opens. 2. Select the Match you want to send information from in the Match Name field. 3. Select Internet > Email Classifications Update. The Classification Update Enrollment Verification window opens. 4. Verify that the ICS enrollment is correct. You may enroll all Competitors that have an IPSC Alias
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5. 6. 7. 8.



by clicking on the "Set all to Yes button". You may toggle a Competitors enrollment by changing their Submit value from Yes to No, or from No to Yes. Click on the OK button to continue. The Email Update to ICS (International Classification System) window opens. Complete the payment information fields, in the Credit Card box. Enter the amount of the Sanction Match Fee into the Sanction Match fee field. This fee is in US dollars. Click OK, to complete the process.



Tip: To submit a Competitor to ICS the "Submit to ICS" check-box on the Competitor Administration window must be checked. 2.7.3.5.2 Send Match Results to IPSC



WinMSS can send Match Results Summary to IPSC Headquarters via a direct TCP/IP conntion, for publication on its Match Results web page. These Match Results are also used for awarding the President's Medals. A Match must be a sanctioned Level III or higher match, before WinMSS will permit this feature to be used. The Submit Match Results to IPSC window contains the fields for generating and sending the required information across the Internet. To Send Match Results to IPSC headquarters: 1. Click Reporting on either the WinMSS main window toolbar, or on the Match Administration toolbar. The Reporting window opens. 2. Select the Match you want to send information from in the Match Name field. 3. Select Internet > Send Match Results to IPSC. The Submit Match Results to IPSC window opens. 4. Complete all of the field entries, as they are all required. 5. Click OK, to complete the process. Tip: Be very patient, as compiling the necessary information may take several minutes.
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Networking Using a network, it is possible to distribute data entry and Match reporting over one or more (slave) computers providing they are all executing WinMSS from the same file directory (location) in the network. If the file directory is local to the computer that WinMSS is running on, all features will be available within that application. If the file directory is remote to the computer that WinMSS is running on, the features available will be limited to data entry and Match reporting. Under the main menu item Networking, you will find a Display Connected Computers option. You may use this option to determine which computer on your network has WinMSS in its local directory (local computer name), and what computers in your network are connected to the WinMSS database file. This information is a static snapshot and is not updated automatically, but you may update it at any time by clicking on the Refresh button. Networking Requirements WinMSS uses a Microsoft Access database for its data storage. While Microsoft Access can be used in a networked setting, it is not possible to reliably prevent database corruption from eventually occurring. However, the instructions below will assist you in avoiding database problems and provide you with a recovery plan, when you use WinMSS to score a very large IPSC sanctioned Match in a network setting: 1. 2.



3.



Ensure all networked computers meet WinMSS's minimum MDAC requires. You install WinMSS on a (master) computer that is connected to the network and then create a fileshare for that directory. All client (slave) computers require full access to that directory (i.e.: they need read; write; execute; create; and, delete privileges for that directory), and must execute WinMSS from that location. Regularily back-up the WinMSS database and/or Match being scored.
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Defining Classifications WinMSS provides the ability to retrieve and assign International and Regional Classifications to those members (and competitors), that have been classified by the International Classification System (ICS), providing you have entered their IPSC Alias into WinMSS. To assign International and Regional member Classifications: 1. After you have established your Membership Database, select Tools > Classification > Update Membership Classifications... from the menu on the WinMSS main window. The Membership Classification Update window appears. 2. Click OK, to start the classification update process. During this process you may see errors reported in the text-box that appears in the bottom half of the window. Note: This classification update process requires an Internet connection and will fail if an Internet connection is not available. 3. Click on the Print button, to keep a hardcopy of the classification update log. 4. Click on the Close button to close the window. Once you have established a member in the WinMSS Membership Database, you may assign User Defined classifications to them. This feature is not available immediately when you are creating a new member, but becomes available when you edit an existing member (clicking Apply adds a new member and makes these fields available). To 1. 2. 3. 4.



assign User Defined member Classifications: Select a Member from the Member List. Make sure that the Member tab is selected. Make sure that the Classification tab that appears in the Member tab, is selected. Choose the User Defined Classification cell that you want to edit by clicking on it with the mouse, then either double-click on that cell or press the F2 button, to place it into edit mode. 5. Either choose a Classification Code from the drop-down combo-box, or type the Classification Code into the cell. 6. Repeat step 5, until you are finished filling in the User Defined Classification cells for this member. 7. Click Apply, to save the changes you have made. See: Update Competitor Classifications for a Match
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Batch Files Two useful batch files are located in the WinMSS application folder and shortcuts to them have been conveniently placed in your WinMSS, Start Menu folder. They are: About WinMSS - Opens a window that displays the following information: application and database version numbers; detected operating system; system statistics; copyright notice; and, software support contact. Compact and Repair WinMSS Database - Compacts and optimizes the WinMSS database. The WinMSS developers recommend you back-up the database before you run this batch file, and they recommend that you run this batch file periodically to reduce the size of the database and improve performance. You must exit WinMSS before you run this batch file. When you run Compact and Repair WinMSS Database, the following screen appears:



Press any key to continue... as instructed, to proceed with the operation. If the database is in use (WinMSS is running) a message box appears and you will not be able continue. See: WinMSS Database
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NEED HELP? 

Conectores de Cable. Nut. Ecrou. Tuerca. Socket Assembly. Assemblage Douille. Ensamblaje del. Casquillo. 1/8-27 Nipple. Téton 1/8-27. Boquilla 1/8-27.
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NEED HELP? 

Ecrou Borgnes. H. Glass. Verre. I. Glass Retainer Ring /. Cage. Cage /. Bague de Retenue Verre. J. Screws. Vis. K. Self Ballasted Lamp. Lampe A Ballast Intégré.
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NEED HELP? 

Sea Gull Lighting at its sole option will repair or replace, F.O.B. Factory, freight prepaid, any Sea Gull Lighting product ... products delivered prove defective. ... Terminal. O. Cage. Cage. ArmazÃ³n. Wire Connectors. Connecteurs CÃ¢ble. Conectores
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NEED HELP? 

G. Fixture Mounting Screws. Vis de Montage du Luminaire. H. Finial. Fleuron. I. Decorative Cup. Coupe DÃ©corative. J. Coupling. Coupleur. K. Key slots. Fentes. Ground Wire*. CÃ¢ble de Terre. Outlet Box*. BoÃ®te de Prise de Courant*. Wire Connectors*.
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NEED HELP? 

... when properly installed and under normal conditions of use, are warranted to be free .... rod assembly (E) or chain coupling to nipple of the swivel joint. (B). 5.
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NEED HELP? 

F. Shade. L'abat-Jour. G. Retaining Ring. Bague de Retenue. H. Green Grounding Screw ... Place backplate (D) against wall and mark location for drywall.
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NEED HELP? 

R. * not included non fourni. M. Track and Cover. (Non-Illuminated Section) ... Multiply the total quantity of lamps in your run by the rated wattage. This is your ...
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NEED HELP? 

Invoices for labor charges and/or charge backs for labor will be denied unless prior written approval is given. .... Noter la charge nominale en watt. 3. multiplier le ...
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NEED HELP? 

Sea Gull Lighting fixtures and components, when properly installed and under ... Sea Gull Lighting at its sole option will repair or replace, F.O.B. Factory, freight ...
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NEED HELP? 

Any modification to a Sea Gull Lighting product not made at the factory will void the UL or ETL listing as well as the. Sea Gull Lighting warranty policy. To register your fixture, please visit our website: SeaGullLighting.com. Please record for futu
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NEED HELP? 

Garder un espace libre d'un minimum de 15,25cm (6") autour de CHAQUE. CIRCUIT .... 1,25cm (1/2") d'espace entre le cheminement et le bord du meuble pour.
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NEED HELP? 

... Lighting fixtures and components, when properly installed and under normal conditions of use, are warranted to be free ... To register your fixture, please visit our website: SeaGullLighting.com ... listing and create a potential safety hazard.
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NEED HELP? 

Sea Gull Lighting fixtures and components, when properly installed and under normal conditions of use, are warranted to be free from defects in materials and ...
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HELP (John Lennon - Paul Mc Cartney) Help, I need somebody, Help 

When I was younger, so much younger than today, I never needed anybody's help in any way. But now these days are gone, I'm not so self assured,. Now I find ...
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karto's help .fr 

download it free on http:\\www.java.com. For downloading ... a Â« help Â» directory , with help files , install and tutorial in Word version (.doc) and HTML. (.htm and ...
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ANumLFRF Help - MicAD-Web 

Admin: all pages are available. - User: only Run Config and Run pages are available. By default, no password is defined, so no password is required to change ...
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shop talk Wiring Help 

price anywhere from about $20 to $30. The alligator clips are Radio Shack part number 270-. 356. They have red and black vinyl coverings. I used No. 14 lamp ...
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temporary help file - AcousModules 

the left and right audio level send to the audio outputs. Activation of the analysis for each input. Locker. When it is turned off, the Cinetic section can be used like ...
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NEED HELP? - Home Depot 

LX alimenté par une alimentation électrique SGL. Homologuée Classe 1 et ... S'assurer que le courant du réseau électrique sur lequel vous travaillez est coupé ...
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lefebvre connect help 
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lefebvre connect help 1.0.2 
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ActivInspire 1.3 Help - Inforef 

(analogique, numÃ©rique ou les deux) en cliquant sur les icÃ´nes appropriÃ©es. â€¢ Cliquez sur les symboles + ou - pour afficher ou masquer la barre d'outils Horloge.
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FlexPro Online Help - Weisang 

17 juin 2019 - Ce tutoriel vous fournit un bref aperÃ§u de la structure de FlexPro et des mÃ©thodes d'utilisation de base. Avant de commencer, il est essentiel ...
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MSN-Support Help 

by using a geometrical optics approximation. In later papers the ... This is used together with CCR-algebra methods (especially generating functionals for ...
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